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Abstract

Teaching English as a second language does not need to be difficult for teachers. Learning English as a second language must be enjoyable for students. That is why English teachers should try to forget using the board and the cd player as the main tools in class.

Our students today use advanced technology to make phone calls, to upload videos to the web, to chat, among other fun activities. But in most cases, they do not use this technology to study.

For all these reasons, we present a good option to catch student's attention in learning English: the presentation of grammar structures through power point slides.

This is a compilation of power point slides presenting different structures in English for students to learn in a joyful way.

Introduction

In several occasions, ESL teachers work hard in order to motivate students to learn the language. Sometimes, teachers prepare lovely materials by themselves, or use great materials elaborated by others.

However, teachers should take advantage of technology. Power point presentations usually increase student’s interest in the class.

First, teachers can use a variety of ways to present grammar structures by means of technology, but we have chosen power point slides because it is one of the easiest ways for teachers to prepare a class.

The power point slides presented here contain materials for different English grammar structures, elaborated by ourselves. Some of them contain pictures and videos especially taken for the presentations, and some others contain materials taken from the web. We have not researched yet if students learn in a significant way, but in our experience, we have noticed that student’s attendance and interest in the class increase.